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Level playing field
With no GTP’s on the entry list, Assen
provided a level playing field for the
NKHTGT racers. In a busy qualifying
session, that was interrupted by a
long red flag period, it was Lotus

Elans to the fore. Luc de Cock was
just 0,1 of a second quicker than
Jos Stevens. Roelant de Waard was
not far behind in his GTS12 Shelby
Mustang. Bob Stevens could not

match these laptimes due to coolant
leaking on to his rear tires. Multiple
Assen winner Andy Newall cannot
make it to Assen this weekend, which
meant Rhea Sautter was driving both

races. She qualified fastest of the
E-types and second in GTS12. As we
were sharing the track with Triumph
Competitions and British HTGT there
were several interlopers, most no-

tably Marcus Weidenbach who put
his Triumph TR6 on the pole by 0,2
of a second. The MGs of the Rozema
family and René Grüter are also in

the top-10. With their stickier tires,
these MG’s and Triumphs are quicker
in the corners, providing an extra
challenge for the Dunlop shod

NKHTGT racers. In the touring cars
Bart-Jan Deenik was fastest of the
Falcons by a second, from Cees
Lubbers, Jaap van der Ende and

Henk van Gammeren who were all
within 1/10th.

First corner drama
Many races are won or lost in the
first corner, and that is what
happened in Sauturday’s NKHTGT
race at Assen. Roelant de Waard
made a demon start from the second
row to take the lead in th

e first corner. Jos Stevens’ Lotus Elan
was short on grip. He tried to hang
on but eventually the car swapped
ends and he had to let the whole
field pass before he could rejoin.
Luc de Cock thus found himself in

second, but had to contend with a
battling group of MG/ Triumphs that
he wisely offered some space. De
Waard duly led from start to finish
in his Shelby GT350, with De Cock in
his Lotus Elan in second but unable

to strike. Rhea Sautter took a well
deserved third place overall in her
Jaguar E-type. Jos Stevens sliced
through the field and recovered to
fourth. Bart-Jan Deenik was
unbeatable in CT10, his Ford Falcon

even surviving a short flight when he
had to avoid an errant TVR in the GT
chicane. The battle for second TC was
intense, with Henk van Gammeren
being chased by Cees Lubbers and

Jaap van der Ende, all in Falcons.
Van Gammeren got away as
Lubbers succesfully fought of Van
der Ende, although the pair of them
was nearly passed by Roel Korsten

in his Mustang. In GTS11, there was
heartbreak for championship leader
Theo van Gammeren as his Porsche
911’s ignition broke, which gave the
win to Brian Lambert in the MGB.

With Bob Stevens unable to start due
to clutch problems with his Lotus
Elan, Deenik and De Waard were
moving towards the top of the
ranking.

Shelby beats Elans
At the second Jack’s Racing Day on
the Assen TT circuit, Roelant de
Waard scored win no. 2 in his Shelby
Mustang GT350. He took the lead
at the start, with a determined Luc

de Cock in his Lotus Elan in pursuit.
Bart-Jan Deenik made a good start
and immediately had a healthy lead
over the other touring cars, until a
halfshaft broke, leaving the car

stranded in the complex after the
first corner. The safety car was
deployed while the stricken Falcon
was towed away. With the green
flags waved, De Cock again found

himself in the middle of the fastest
of the MG/Triumph guest drivers
on their stickier tires. They kept De
Waard on his toes as well, being able
to brake later and turn in sharper.

Meanwhile Jos Stevens (Lotus Elan)
had managed to pass Rhea Sautter
(Jaguar E-type) and was closing on De
Cock. The experienced Belgian driver
decided to speed up and try and get
some MG’s between him and the

orange Lotus. The plan did not quite
work out, as he tried a different line
and ran wide at the very fast
Ramshoek corner. This handed
second place to Stevens. De Cock
finished third and Sautter fourth. The

demise of Deenik made for a great
scrap in CT10. Initially Cees Lubbers
had been ahead of Martin Bijleveld
and Henk van Gammeren, all in Ford
Falcons. After a couple of laps
Bijleveld

managed to pass Lubbers, but it was
Roel Korsten who was truly on the
move. Having started on the back
row he passed all and sundry and
finally finished 5th overall and a
resounding first in CT10 in his Ford

Mustang. Bert Mets drove
impressively in his Cooper S,
managing to stay ahead of Lars
Bondesson (Lotus Elan) and Brian
Lambert. Mets (CT08) and Lambert

(GTS11) both took their second class
win of the weekend. The same went
for Magnus Lillerskog in his CT08
Lotus Cortina, who could be seen
chasing Jeroen Hoep (E-type) and

Mark Schmidt (Healey 3000).
Full results are here:
https://getraceresults.com/Results/
organisator/2022?evenement=TT-Circuit+Assen&race=Jack%27s+Racing+-

Days+2022

Remembering Ben Huisman
On May, 29 Ben Huisman passed
away. Ben was an instrumental figure
in Dutch motor racing from the late
sixties onwards. Among many other
things, he was one of the founding
fathers of the historic racing scene.
Ben’s last race car was a red Ford

Falcon Sprint, which he used to great
effect in the European historic touring car championship in the early
1990’s. It was fitting therefore that
a red Falcon was present when a
final salute was given to Ben at his
beloved Zandvoort track, during a

well-attended memorial gathering.
Ben’s wife Nellie and son Duncan
took his ashes around the track one
final time in Cees Lubbers’ Ford
Falcon, before scattering them near
Tarzan Corner. At Assen, Cees drove a
pair of impressive races in the

Falcon to finish an second overall in
the combined results. His best result
yet! At the prizegiving, he dedicated
his trophy to the memory of Ben
Huisman, which was quite an
emotional moment.

Birthday boy
In the V-Class racing tent of the
Stevens family there were no happy
faces on Friday. For Bob Stevens and
mechanic Klaas van Vuure it was a
deja-vu from Spa. This time a
headgasket problem meant they had

to trailer the car back to The Hague,
a 2,5 hour drive. After performing
a successful engine change, they
went to load up the car, but first gear
would not engage. Reluctantly, the
guys decided to call it a day, which

was fair enough as it was past
midnight. They arrived back in Assen
at 3:00 AM, without the blue Elan,
but in time for happier events. On
Saturday, Jos Stevens was
celebrating his 60th birthday and was

duly presented with a huge Magnum
of champagne. The orange Lotus Elan
ran faultlessly all weekend and Jos
received more champagne when he
finished on the podium on Sunday

Ups and downs

If you want to see an immaculately
prepared Ford Mustang, check out
Roel Korsten’s steed. As this was a
weekend without noise restrictions
he had changed the exhaust and the
V8’s battle cry was mighty! On track
it did not quite work out though, Roel
qualified 42nd and last… Unfazed,

he set about making amends in the
race and after 3 laps had moved up
to 18th, with the battling Falcons of
Jaap van der Ende, Cees Lubbers and
Henk van Gammeren in his sights.
Lubbers and van der Ende were so
engrossed in their battle that they
ran wide on the exit of Strubben.

Roel attempted to pass them both on
the following Veenslang straight. as
they exited. In doing so he attempted
a very quick gearshift and inadvertedly hit the main switch. The e
ngine died and would not restart. On
Sunday things finally worked out for
Roel. Once again he made up 20

places in three laps, and then set
about passing the Falcons of
Bijleveld, Lubbers en Van Gammeren.
He finished the job on lap 10 and
came home fifth overall and first in
CT10, proving that you do not need a
Ford Falcon to win in touring cars.

Keep Healeys Racing
Ad Dekkers is a familiar face in the
NKHTGT paddock, spannering for
Jack Meeuwissen and driving the
historic “Keep Healeys Racing”
DAF-transporter, which he restored
himself, to the circuits. As a thank

you for all his hard work, Ad was to
make his race debut at Assen. In a
Big Healey of course, sharing with
vastly experienced Mark Schmidt.
Being a mechanic, Ad dialled himself
and the car in carefully.

Unfortunately things did not quite
go to plan, as in the final minutes of
qualifying the car shed its left front
wheel. No reason to panic, of course
Ad fitted a new stub axle it in time
to make his race debut the next day!

After a steady race, hampered by a
lack of brakes, Ad brought the car
home in one piece and was duly
rewarded with a large invitation
class non-trophy.

Championship positions

It is all change in the
rankings, as Theo and Thijs van
Gammeren scored zero points
when they had to
retire their trusty Porsche 911.
Bob Stevens also
remained pointless, his

not-so-trusty Lotus Elan
letting him down…again.
Bart-Jan Deenik scored one
class win, always good for a
nice points haul in the busy
CT10 class, but then
recorded a non-finish on

Sunday. And so it is Roelant de
Waard whose two
resounding wins have
propelled him to the top of
the table with a healthy 137
points. Jos Stevens has
moved up to second, Deenik is

in third and the
Van Gammeren family occupies
the next two places in the top5. Mind you, with five races to
go (yes, 3 at Anderstorp!) there
are still over a 100 points on
offer, so nothing is settled.

Pos.

Class

Driver/equipe

Car

1

GTS12

Roelant de Waard

Shelby Mustang GT350 137

2

GTS10

Jos Stevens

Lotus Elan

123

3

CT10

Bart Jan Deenik

Ford Falcon Sprint

118,2

4

GTS11

Theo & Thijs van Gammeren

Porsche 911

116,2

5

CT10

Henk van Gammeren

Ford Falcon Sprint

115,6

6

GTS12

Rhea Sautter & Andy Newell

Jaguar E-type

103

7

GTS11

Barbara & Brian Lambert

MGB

100,2

8

GTS10

Bob Stevens

Lotus Elan

98,4

9

CT10

Martin Bijleveld & Jaap vd Ende Lotus Cortina

93

10

CT07

Bert Mets

88,8

Mini Cooper S

Points

Next stop: Anderstorp
For the first time in NKHTGT history we will race in Scandinavia! On
Augsust 26-28, we are at the Anderstorp Race Festival which will take
place on the Scandinavian Raceway.

Anderstorp hosted the Swedish
Grand Prix 6 times in the 1970’s, so
this is a track you need to add to
your list! We will have no less than 6
sessions: one free practice, two qua-

lifications and three races, giving you
plenty of track time. Contact Egbert
(race@nkhtgt.nl) ASAP if you haven’t
submitted your entry yet! If you want
even more track time, contact local

organizer RHK to enter their GTS or
TC race: https://www.rhkswe.org/.
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